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Magical summer nights at the QCYC.

Board Update/QCYC Info
Membership
Jacqui Cook
By the time you read
this, we should have
enjoyed a fabulous
corn and weenie roast
and pig roast.
Another great weekend at QCYC. I was
sitting watching the
sunset from the club
balcony last night and
was once again
seduced by the colours and the light on the
harbour. I hope you had a chance to enjoy sailing
and dancing this summer. And I hope you had a
chance to just sit and enjoy the view. Coming up
are some important work party weekends.
Personally, I enjoy a work party as much as I enjoy
the dancing. Working together to keep our club
beautiful, functional and safe is fun and I usually
learn something new.
So what's up in membership?
Susan Rollinson has applied for a change in status
from Dry Sail to Senior Member, having bought
her first sail boat.
Lynda Chubak and Scott Forbes have left for a
year of southern sailing with their children.
If you are interested in helping out with membership, much of the work happens in the winter boat show, advertising, following up with
prospects, planning the New Members Night.
Send me an email at membership@qcyc.ca if you
would like to get involved.
See you around the club.
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Communications
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monthly from May to
October. Contributions
may be submitted to the
publisher via e-mail, fax or
letter. While an effort will
be made to publish
submissions, the publisher
reserves the right to edit
material for length and
suitability.
The QCYC FLASH e-mails
are sent out on a regular
basis, detailing upcoming
events, last minute changes
and items of interest.
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notices in QCYC FLASH
contact theflash@qcyc.ca
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Board Update
Commodore
Tony Pitts
The Summer of 2007
The 2007 Sailing
Season had been a
good year with very
positive
things
happening in all our
programs and activities thanks to the
efforts of your Board.
These
successes
include:
• A healthy membership – our moorings are at
capacity
• An active Learn To Sail Program with full attendance in all four sessions
• Great entertainment!
• A racing program that is active and in full swing
• A finalization of moorings plan and a short term
plan by the AGM
• A healthy financial picture
We have had some problems with the Algonquin
Queen II, but thanks to Gary Hoeg, our Fleet
Captain, these are being rectified – most of these
were inherited from previous years. I must also
recognize and thank Mary Pearce and her committee for organizing the Women’s Skippers Race. Not
as many boats this year but everyone had fun. The
committee raised $1015 for the Learn To Sail
Program – congratulations!
With my recent retirement, I was able to take an
extended cruise around Lake Ontario this July. We
traveled over 500 NM going down the lake on the
Canadian side and returning on the American
side. We got as far as Georgina Island under the
1000 Island Bridge. Georgina is a beautiful slice of
paradise with a secluded and deep anchorage with
no weeds!
We tried to visit as many yacht clubs along the way
including Frenchman’s Bay, Whitby, Bay of
Quinte, Prince Edward and Kingston. From
Georgina Island, we traveled to Clayton, N.Y. We
had dinner at the famous 1000 Island Inn, home of
the famous 1000 Islands dressing. On the
American shore we visited three of the oldest yacht

One of the lovely clubs one will stop at when taking time to go down the lake!
clubs on the lake – each steeped in a rich yachting
tradition.

1907, RYC won the Canada Cup beating the RCYC
entry in three straight races.

At the head of Chaumont Bay, we were delighted
to visit Crescent Yacht Club, founded in 1901.
Crescent is a small, very picturesque club with 100
active senior members. We enjoyed their warm
hospitality and we were invited to join the
Thursday night men’s night for supper and drinks.
Apparently, they receive very few visitors, especially from Canada. I discovered that they did not
have our burgee. This has since been rectified.
After two relaxing days, we had a leisurely sail to
Henderson Harbour and visited the HHYC. We
had dinner with the Commodore and some
members and discovered that our burgee was missing there too – one has been sent.

On the way home, we visited Oak Orchard and
Olcott Yacht clubs. We arrived back in our berth on
the August long-weekend with many pleasant
memories.

We departed HHYC to proceed across the lake to
Fairhaven and then to Sodus Bay and the SBYC .
The club was established in 1893 and has an active
sailing and Learn To Sail Program.
From Sodus, we sailed to Rochester and stayed at
the Rochester Yacht Club for two days. RYC was a
delight to visit with a pool and a beautifully refurbished clubhouse with full bar and dining room.
Founded in 1877, RYC has a large racing fleet – in
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A memorial to

LEN CANHAM
&
ALL PAST
COMMODORES
A Podium is being handcrafted
by Fred Mayerhoffer with design input
from Doug Miller.
This will be a stand alone podium.
Donations for this endeavour
can be made to Don Ferguson QCYC
Office Manager or to Doug Miller.
Please sign or leave your name
with your donation.
Thank you.

News
almost anything: from boats, cars, clothes, airline
tickets, services - anything you can think of has probably been sold on eBay.
A reserve is the minimum amount that a person will
accept for an item. If the reserve is not met, then the
item remains unsold and can be re-listed in order to
get a higher price. Most items on eBay are usually
listed with a reserve, but on occasion you may find an
item that you are looking for whose seller is highly
motivated and just wants the item gone. In our case it
was the seller’s first time using eBay and he failed to
register a reserve when he listed the item, which
meant that it was going to be sold regardless of price.
After looking into the cost of shipping I was trying to
stay as close to home in my search as possible, so
when I came across the Cal I was happy to see that it
was in Michigan on Lake St. Clair, which wasn’t too
far, and could be sailed home.

Boat of the Month: Cal 3-30

An Ebay Special!
by Andrew Oakes

When asked what I was looking for when buying a
used sail boat on E-Bay my first answer was, “has to
be size”. It really didn’t matter at first the type of boat,
just as long as it was larger than the one I had.
Our first boat was an Outlaw, a twenty-four foot
swing keel built in 1974 by Sail Craft Canada, a great
starter boat, but definitely not much of a cruiser. The
Outlaw had very little in the way of amenities; a
barbeque, a microwave, and a small ice box, but most
inconvenient of all was the lack of a head. We
pursued the idea of a port-a-potty, however it was
brought to our attention by the Canadian Coast
Guard that the addition of a port-a-potty in a boat
that was not configured to have a head is illegal.
Thus the dream of converting the Outlaw into a Lake
Simcoe cruiser was lost. All of our experience up
until this season had been that of day sailing around
Lake Simcoe. Sailing out of Kontiki marina on the
south end of Cooks Bay to Barrie, Orillia, and
Sutton, but after eight years we felt we were ready for
more.
The thought of sailing a great lake was admittedly
very intimidating, and the thought of doing it in my
little Outlaw was unfathomable. Prior to joining
QCYC we had no idea what to expect, and I was very
surprised to see people cruising the Great Lakes in
smaller boats. Thus my first QCYC lesson, sailing
experience is much more valuable than the amount

of freeboard on one’s boat, especially when it comes
to having to climb back aboard. But by this point the
Outlaw was long gone, the Cal 3-30 was on the way,
and were really, really looking forward to a boat with
a head.
Living downtown was one more reason to want to
begin sailing Lake Ontario. With the commute north
now taking an average of at least an hour from downtown on a good day and upwards of two to three
hours on the long weekends, it became clear that
there were better options.
We began watching eBay motors on a regular basis in
late September in hopes of finding a boat. Like in all
things there is a good time to buy a boat, and a bad
time. We felt that if we had waited until the spring
when the boating season was just gearing up we
would have paid a premium that would have been
much higher than the cost of paying the winter storage. A lot of the boats for sail on eBay were U.S.
boats, predominantly out of the south; Florida, Texas,
San Francisco. The number of salt water boats available far exceeded the number of fresh water boats,
but there was no shortage of either.
Why a Cal 3-30? Two reasons motivated me to buy
the Cal. First, the 30 really grabbed me, and the fact
that it was selling with no reserve. For those that are
unfamiliar with eBay, it is an online auction that sells
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When bidding on items for sale on eBay you have the
opportunity to ask the seller questions through the
site. Prior to bidding on the boat I contacted the seller to ask the usual questions, ‘Why are you selling the
boat?’, ‘What is the condition of the hull and deck?’,
‘Does it run?’, ‘Does it come with sails?’, ‘Does it have
a head?’, and of paramount concern to anyone buying
a boat, ‘Does it float?’ The seller was quick to respond
with all the right answers, and although the boat did
not have a recent survey, the price was worth the risk.
There were roughly 15 quality pictures of the boat’s
interior, deck, engine, and hull which made me feel
confident that the condition of the boat was not being
misrepresented.
I felt that a large purchase such as a 30 foot sailboat
warranted a real conversation, so I emailed my phone
number to the seller. The seller was a single professional named Matt who raced the boat on weekends.
He was very candid in our conversation as to the
overall condition of the boat and what was in need of
repair. With all my questions answered I inquired
into winter storage in both Toronto and Windsor.
Fortunately my uncle lives in Amherstburg, near
Windsor, and sails out of Kingsville. He was able to
secure winter storage for my boat at St. Clair Marina
in LaSalle, saving me roughly 40% over the cost of
winter storage in Toronto. Quashing the thought of a
fall sail home I set my sights on a leisurely spring sail
down Lake Erie.
Now that the dream of a new boat was becoming a
reality delivery became a concern, as it wasn’t going
to be dropped off at the local post office or UPS. The

continued on page 11

News
South Balcony
Project Update

Ken Goodings

View from the Lagoon:
High School Dances
by Ken Goodings and Lynn Kaak
Remember your high school dances? I do.
Loud music. Bright lights. Disco balls were yet to be
thought of. Hot bodies wildly gyrating!
Some couples slow danced very close, oblivious to
their surroundings, no visible daylight between
them. Other dancers’ sole repertoire seemed to
consist of jumping up and down, or body slamming
neighbouring dancers.
Most people were just having plain-old FUN! You’d
see these regulars at every dance. The old hall
wouldn’t have seemed the same without them.
Non-dancers or those who were just resting, populated chairs at the dance floor side tables. Some
couples left the hall for a short time, then reappeared, refreshed by a visit to the loo, or a perhaps
from a couple of puffs outside, substances might
vary.
Romantic couples sitting with their crowd, yet
seemingly quite alone together, exchanging not so
subtle gazes; their dance will go on long after the
band or DJ is packed up and gone home.
This exact scene was repeated one weekend last
August; but not in a high school, it happened right
here at our dear old QCYC. Just add one large
disco ball and a bar!
In many ways, Queen City is just like a high
school. There’s a principal and a VP, the club
manager, fields the same kind duties as the school
secretary, and so much more. There are chairs and
committees for every major activity that goes on.
There are staff members who clean up after us,

working quietly in the background, making things
happen. There are members who participate in
nearly everything that goes on, and some that hardly show up at all. Happily, most folks discover their
own particular fields of expertise and comfort; finding unique ways to contribute to the overall
enhancement of our club “experience.”
Queen City has a “spirit,” along with many cherished traditions and a long history. Look at the fun
the gang had inaugurating the redesigned women’s
shower room back in 2004!
When you board our school bus “The AQII” at the
foot of York Street, you’re already at the club. We
even have our own school bus driver. Bob, with
good humour like the bus driver, keeps us safe, dry,
and on time.
We have two yards. The front yard has a flagpole
around which we hold some of our more formal
outdoor ceremonies including Sailpast flag lowering, Safety Day, Canada Day, Bob or Doug’s
Lobsterfest, the kid’s campout with a corn and
weenie roast, and finally Pig Roast. The other yard
is the scene of our Spring and Fall launch and haul
out weekends. Here, the celebrations happen after
many long hours of hard work. In my view, friendships cemented in this particular yard seem to be
the most enduring.
Although it’s been 40 years since high school, I still
fondly recall those dances.
Long after Lynn and I leave Toronto to sail south, we
will remember and cherish these club dances, and all
of the good times that we’ve had with you at QCYC.
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by Mary Partridge
Things are progressing very nicely on the
South Balcony and Stairs project. The metal
pieces for the railing and stairs have been fabricated and will be arriving at the club before Pig
Roast weekend. And Fred Mayerhofer has
already brought the wood for the treads and
railing onsite. We won’t try to install everything before Pig Roast but instead will start the
construction immediately after the long weekend. If all goes well, the work will be done in a
few days. Mike Veenhuizen, construction guy
par excellence, will lead the team which
includes David Hall, Fred Mayerhofer and a
few other members. Ron Mazza, who has overseen the design to this point, leaves Thursday
to sail to England, just in time to miss all the
fun here.
The first job will be to level the deck which
currently has a slant worthy of a pinball
machine. Another task will be to make the
catwalk at the bottom of the new stairs more
substantial. And a third will be reversing the
swing of the door that leads from the dining
room to the balcony so that it opens to the west
rather than to the east. Once these jobs are
done, the stairs and railing will be installed.
After the stairs and railing are finished, the ice
machines will be moved to their new location at
the north end of Locker Block A. The Board
debated various options and decided this location was the best. An attractive enclosure to
house the ice machines has been designed and
electrical supply has been confirmed. (The
machines require 15 amps.)

News
Communication: Cellphone coverage is excellent
in North America. A GSM phone (Rogers/FiDo) is
the preferred hardware, since the SIM card can be
swapped out in other countries with their pay-asyou-go version. (T-Mobile in USA, Cable &
Wireless in Turks & Caicos). Get the phone
unlocked for $40 before leaving. Web-based email
such as Yahoo! and Hotmail work well at cyber
cafes. In the event you wish to explore Amateur
Radio and the numerous advantages it offers, go to
www.tormarc.com. The morning planning session
over coffee on board replaces radio and TV input.
In the new reality, long range radio weather input
and trip planning assume priority. On the social
side, SSB and Ham nets as other boats are met
along the way, help maintain contact with new
friends afloat.
Crew Psychology: A happy ship must be a number
one priority. Chores such as cooking, dishwashing,
deck work and navigation really need to be on a
rotation schedule. No dishwashing for the cook!
Talking about any conflicts right away is very
important.

Reflections on Heading South
by Dave Matthews (Tender Captain amoung other things!)
Captain Dave Mathews built his large multihull TAO at Frenchmans Bay in the 70’s
This article appears in the current issue of
Ontario Sailor.
The DREAM: “Excitement is in the air on board.
A curtain has fallen on all shoreside activities upon
departure for warmer climes. Stores are put away
and all systems are in the green. Cockpit speakers
are producing pleasant listening and the Canadian
skyline fades, as sunshine sparkles in the wake.”
How do we make this idyllic picture turn into the
enjoyable cruise as planned? Well, as the saying
goes, “It’s All in the Details.” We shall assume that
nautical due diligence has been completed regarding planned departure. Some informed thoughts
may be helpful to you the reader, regarding items
which can slip through the cracks.
Until now, the big yellow 110 volt umbilical has
been pumping energy on board, night and day –
but it is now neatly coiled and put away. The 12
volt refrigeration will continue frequently to kick
on the compressor as needed, non-stop. House
batteries can take a big hit. Suggestion: 3 days

before departure, commence at home to freeze all
meats, chicken and the like in meal-sized Ziplocs,
no foam trays. During the trip, while the crew
sleeps at anchor, flip the refrigeration breaker to
OFF. Providing fridge and freezer are quite full,
using freeze-packs if need be, there will be no downside.
Clean diesel, especially with older vessels, is a
concern. There’s no telling what contaminant's
may be lurking at the bottom of the tank. With the
change from placid daysails to some real rock ‘n roll
– that nice clean fuel can turn nasty. Twin primary
filters with vacuum gauge, arranged in parallel are a
good first step. They will have taps so that with the
first hint of problems, supply can be flipped to the
fresh filter. The trusty one gallon jug of diesel is
essential for the filter change, and a comfort level
with air bleeding for the particular engine will
reduce stress. A little red paint on the bleed nuts is
helpful, with dedicated spanners stored nearby. An
absurd number of filter cartridges is good, for both
primary and secondary filters.
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Seasickness – A major concern: This is always
made worse by being wet, cold and scared, especially at night. A new sailor should totally refrain from
venturing below. In ascending order, consider antinausea pills, pressure wrist bands, scopolamine
patches, and most effective – the new electronic
wrist units. Tongue-in-cheek, always remember the
oldest sure-fire remedy . . . Sit Under a Tree!
Navigation: Hourly paper plots offshore are an
essential habit. GPS in the cockpit can run the
gamut from simple handheld to the vector chartplotter with radar overlay by Raymarine or Furuno.
Belowdecks the laptop forms a good backup, loaded
with raster charts available from Maptech and
others on CD. (Raster charts are exact reproductions of paper ones, and when you zoom out for
route planning the markers do not disappear) A
program on CD from Cap’n or Nobeltech will
access the charts. GPS data comes from a disc the
size of a Loonie, plugged to the USB port and taped
to the window. A dedicated 200 watt inverter will
keep things lit up, no matter what. A spray cover is
good insurance.
The traditional rite of navigational passage, involving plotting in True, TVMDC conversions and the
like, is being pushed aside. A crew member who is
a nautical newbie but computer savvy, can deal with
electronic navigation quite well. For example, on a

News
recent delivery south we were entering an east
coast inlet just at dawn. Suddenly FOG descended
– total peasoup. My lady mate commenced to shout
up directions, from the nav table’s laptop. “Go Left,
Go straight,” and like magic buoys would show up
ghostlike to port and starboard in a long tortuous
channel. In middle of this tense process she
announced, “I didn’t sign up as navigator!” My
reply: “Hey, suck it up, you’re the only navigator
I’ve got!”
Returning to your voyage, approaching Oswego
NY, there are some points to consider. All mandatory safety equipment is on board. A call has been
made to the canal, 518 471 5016, to ensure no
closures are in place. Skipper Bob’s Guide, setting
out ICW anchorages is purchased. The pets have
their vet’s certificates. Firearms were left at home,
and an Environmental Plan has been written up.
This one page document in his own words, is the
skipper’s outlined procedure covering potential
fueling overflows and engine oil drips (sorb mats),
trash disposal, propane storage, pump-out routines
and a note that waste thru-hulls are secured closed
with tie-wraps. Then the USCG boarding can be an
enjoyable social visit. And yes they will examine
the thru-hulls. Immigration is dealt with at the
video phone, and U.S. Customs & Border
Protection will issue a Cruising License.
Passage through the canal is a fascinating experience and a great photo-op. Upon entering the
mighty Hudson River the task of mast stepping can
be done at Hop-O-Nose Marina at Catskill. (518
943 4640) Next day the Hudson River Maritime
Museum is a great stop, located just off the river on
Rondout Creek, Kingston. They have dockage and
showers. (845 338 0071) Large supermarkets and
hardware suppliers are nearby.
With tides now present, anchoring becomes more
critical. For one-anchor deployment a large Delta
anchor on all chain rode with a powerful windlass
will work effectively. Most skippers, however, will
allow for reversal of tidal current by using two
anchors from the bow, or Bahamian Moor, one
upstream and the “lazy” anchor downstream. This
way they don’t need to re-set. This same current
needs to be allowed for while docking. Two rules:
1.Bow into the current. 2. Only neutral and forward
while edging crab-wise towards the dock - never
reverse.
In one long day’s travel, it is possible to raise hooks
just at dawn, north of the Tappan Zee bridge, and

Capt’n Dave delivering a boat south.
steam down the Hudson all the way past New York
City, the Statue of Liberty, NY outer harbour, and
reach Atlantic Highlands, N.J. by late afternoon.
Next day Sandy Hook channel will lead out into the
Atlantic for the long run south along the New
Jersey coast. Possible stops are Manasquan,
Atlantic City, and Cape May. Weather permitting it
is a good idea to make the whole distance to Cape
May in one jump, night or day, shaping a course 810 miles offshore to get outside fishing float territory. In the event a float is picked up, keep a wetsuit,
snorkel mask, and bread knife handy. On a recent
delivery, while I was shivering and diving on such
an event, my young crew members commented,
“Hey, maybe we should have put a line on the Old
Guy, in case he has a heart
attack!”
At Cape May there is the
offshore option straight
down the coast. Rather than
doing that, the conservative
choice will be to proceed up
the Delaware River, through
the C&D Canal, and south
on Chesapeake Bay.
Annapolis, the sailboat capital, will charm the crew. You
can browse Fawcetts Marine
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Store, known as “Tiffanys by the Sea” by the locals
– so keep a firm grip on your plastic! After an intermediate stop at Solomons on the Patuxent River,
Norfolk V.A. at the south end of Chesapeake Bay
will provide an amazing display of the naval might
of the United States. At this point you’ll be
anchored off the hospital near Mile Zero of the
Intracoastal Waterway, otherwise known as “the
Ditch.” Good cruising! (to be continued)
Captain Dave Mathews built his large multihull
TAO at Frenchmans Bay in the 70’s and has spent
the intervening years afloat between the islands and
Canada. He holds a 200 ton Master’s Ticket and is
a PADI divemaster.

Lobsterfest!

Susan Rollinson

Where do the Members Roam?

Steve Cutting (right) shows he can cut up a
lobster as fast as a race course!

Jeff Warren

Jeff Warren

Gavin and Kimberly Peter, from Legacy,
a QCYC OOT shown here on a recent cruise in Maine.

We never thought Susan would get separated from her kayak but it
seems the sailing bug has taken hold. Shown here, Susan Rollinson
takes possession of Sambuca. Good winds Susan!

Bruce, while cooking lobsters, proved himself to be the only thing
hotter than the band!
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News/Photos
Fine which has a patch of shore that most
people would not call a beach; but the rocks
were smaller and the shore less steep than the
surrounding shoreline. Some of the beaches
were not directly in the anchorage, but required
a bit of exploring, but that is fun in our sailing
dinghy. Some of the beaches stretch only a few
metres, but size is not so important. We have
learned that for Joni, the most important feature
of a beach is the presence of rocks. That is no
problem around here. Joni mostly picks up
rocks from in or around the water and then
either throws them in the water or gives them to
us to throw. We also build sand castles, chase
each other, and wade in the cool water. She has
held snails, worms, and frogs.

Beach Hopping in the North Channel
by Nina Nakajima

Jon, Nina and Joni take in the North Channel sites.
“I admire you for going sailing with the little
one aboard,” a woman on the dock at Little
Current told me. What a strange comment. It
is like saying that she admires us for going on a
holiday!
Our cruise to the North Channel aboard
Saudades with 20-month-old Joni has been
wonderful, but I was not without concerns as we
left QCYC on June 29. We had so enjoyed the
spring at our new home base since we moved
aboard in late April. One of the highlights of
being at QCYC had been the easy access to
beaches. I regularly took Joni to Ward’s or
Centre beach once I discovered it was her
favourite activity. Since we were heading to the
land of rocky cliffs and pine forests, I, on Joni’s
behalf, mourned the last beach days in Toronto.
But I did not need to! We have been beach
hopping in the North Channel of Lake Huron.
During our five previous summers cruising in
this area, we took little notice of which
anchorages harboured beaches. We chose
anchorages based on their degree of protection
from the weather and the predicted winds (there
is good holding ground almost everywhere so

that is not normally a concern), their scenery,
and opportunities for hiking and blueberry
picking. We also prefer anchorages that are not
crowded and have been known to go to some
lengths to spiderweb the boat into little coves
that could only hold one boat. This year, it is a
different story. The main criterion for a desired
anchorage, after considering the weather, is
access to a beach. It is not the beach per se that
we seek, but the opportunity for Joni to roam
relatively freely. Obviously, she cannot walk or
run much on the boat. On the beach she can
move around without being held onto or
otherwise confined. We do not have to worry
about her falling off a dock, walking into traffic,
falling down stairs, tripping on sharp objects,
and so on.
As it turns out, beaches are not hard to find.
During the four weeks that we have been here in
the North Channel so far, we have visited only
two beachless anchorages. And in one of them,
a couple aboard a neighbouring boat lent us
their dinghy with a 30hp engine so that we
could go to a beach some distance away. Okay,
we did spend three nights in The Pool of Baie
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Despite our focus on beaches, in many ways our
cruising is not so different now than pre-Joni. I
admit that it is less relaxing and obviously we
cannot spend entire rainy days reading in bed. I
spend less time sitting in the cockpit simply
enjoying the sailing. This is probably what I
miss the most. Jonathon often has to run the
boat by himself. That means we cannot tie the
boat up in complicated ways to rocks to secure
in a secluded anchorage because that requires
two people’s full attention for some time. Our
anchoring technique has been affected as well.
Joni sleeps next to the anchor chain locker.
Even with four weeks of practice, she has not
learned to nap through 100 feet of chain
running out of the anchor locker at full speed.
To get this nap interruption over with as quickly
as possible, Jonathon lets the anchor chain
down in one big pile rather than nicely laid out
as the boat slowly goes astern. Meanwhile, I
hold pillows over Joni’s ears.
But the basics of cruising remain the same for
Jonathon and I. We made the 600-mile
pilgrimage to soak in as much of the beauty and
inspiration here as possible. We are here to
enjoy each other’s company in a way that we
cannot at home when there are work, chores,
and endless other distractions. Jonathon and I
have always said that we get along best while
cruising and sharing every hour of everyday.
We swim, sail or row the dinghy, wander on
shore, meet old and new friends, and plan the
days based solely on our moods and the
weather… and yes, Joni’s demand to “Go
beach!”

News
Boat
of the Month
continued from page 4
seller had offered to sail it from Lake St. Clair to the
storage facility if I was the winning bidder. With that
being the final hurdle crossed I was eager to place
my bid.
As with any transaction the goal is to get the best
price possible. In order to manipulate your purchase
price on eBay I recommend waiting until late in the
auction before entering a bid, especially if there are
only a few bidders. When entering your first bid you
are given the option to prearrange your maximum
bid through the eBay site. This is done so that if you
are not at your computer at the time the bidding
ends you can still win the auction. The downside to
this is that if you enter the auction too early the
computer will automatically continue bidding
against the other parties driving up the price prematurely. An eBay auction lasts seven days, on average, giving you ample opportunity to monitor the
item and plan the best course of action. As a bidder
you can observe how many people have bid on an
item, as well as the number of people watching the
item. There is never a need to bid early.
In the end it was me and two others bidding on the
Cal. I was able to follow their bid history and come
up with a game plan. It was down to fifteen minutes
left in the auction before I began my charge. I
nudged the bids up $100.00 at a time to test the
waters. One of the bidders had set a maximum so
the computer was matching my bids in increments
of $50.00. The other bidder was waiting it out. With
about four minutes left in the auction the first bidder
had reached his max. At that point the second
bidder jumped in and the fury began. In the end the
price of the boat went up $2500.00 in the last fifteen
minutes of the auction, and luckily when time ran
out I came out on top. The Cal 3-30 was mine.
After the auction had ended I contacted the seller
and made arrangements to wire a deposit to him
through Pay Pal. Pay Pal is another online service
that works in conjunction with eBay that allows you
to make secure payments for purchases without
allowing the seller access to important information.
Pay Pal will also insure some purchases against
defect or misrepresentation. The remainder was to
be paid upon delivery of the boat.
I was not able to be there when the boat was delivered so my aunt and uncle took delivery for me. I
was confident in the boat’s condition when my uncle

TEX S
HOLD’EM
N I G H T !

Friday, September 28, 2007
A great event for men, women, young and old!
Texas HoldÕem i s a very simple fun game that is enjoyable for all
players! You can learn in a few minutes even if you’ve never played
before. In fact, at the first Texas Hold’em night, both regular and
beginning table winners were brand new to the game!

REGISTRATION
TRAINING
GAME STARTS

7:15 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. Sharp

BUY IN
Regular Table $20
Beginner’s Table $10
(i.e. the most you can lose is your buy in!)
called and asked if he could take it off my hands for
what I paid for it. A little fishy, I thought, so I decided
that the Cal and I were meant to be.
We first saw the boat in February on our annual drive
to Florida. It was on its cradle in the yard when Deb
and I first saw it, and the first thing we said to each
other was “It’s big, really big”. And with smiles on
our faces we climbed aboard. As with anything used
it needed some work, but it was everything we hoped
it would be and more. All the switches, lights, and
navigation instruments worked. Not only did they
all work, but they were actually on the right switches.
It had no leaks, and came with one main sail, one
150% Genoa, one light wind head sail, one Mylar
150% Genoa, a head foil 2 hard luff, and a brand new
CD player with satellite radio and remote. People
ask us if we are happy with the purchase. For the
record, yes, very much so.
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Rather be Sailing?

handbag by Anne Taintor

577Queen Street West
416.869.9889

News
A View on Webcams at the Club!
by Glen Newbury

This last week left me thinking a lot about web
cams at the club.
At first I was against them, but then several
friends convinced me how convenient they are.
I was told by members whose boat is in view of
the tender, that the webcam was convenient to
see when the boat is in and they had used it
several times.
I was also told, they are everywhere in the city
so I might as well get used to them.
Lastly, I was told the resolution on the camera
was so low you couldn’t identify people with it.
As it turns out, you could identify some people.
So I got to thinking, maybe they’re right. Where
else could we use camera’s and I started
compiling a list. Now some of these maybe be
silly, but please bear with me, this is what I got:
• the restaurant to see if it’s open
• the office, is Don in?
• over looking the harbour to see how the race
is going
• the bridge to check ice conditions
• the cradles to check if members in arrears are
visiting their boat
• the Great Hall, maybe my friends are there
and I should pop by
• looking at the railway, is it worth going to
that work party?
• the patio, I could record if someone is
breaking the smoking bylaw
• the showers (not looking in of course, that
would be an invasion of privacy!), members
could see if there’s a line up
• the snug room, we could identify youth that
might not be members
• every 3-4 docks, this way the OOD could do
a quick scan and figure out which moorings
are empty
• the flag, that way I could check wind
conditions
• the tender drivers cabin, if the tender leaves
late we can find the driver more quickly

This is only the start, we’re a smart club! I’m
sure we can come up with many more ways that
webcams would be convenient for us. They are
so easy to install, it wouldn’t even require more
than a single work party!

Not to mention the password was sent via
email, darn, my dead Grandmother could
probably hack that. Heck, there is even a few
viruses that can hack webcams, giving control to
those that need it.

Now I was told the camera installed wasn’t
recording and I thought, heck, that’s a drag. I
can figure out how to capture video from it on
my home computer in about five minutes. That
would be a lot handier.

Now I know some say, digital cameras are
surveillance too, and your right. But IF you ask,
the photographer has to tell you how the
photograph will be used and you have the right
to not allow that. I think that archaic rule
affects your convenience and freedom as a
photographer and should be thrown out! If our
Commodore knew that and he’d seen Susan
Rollinson photograph him, I wouldn’t have been
able to publish that picture of him in his Speedo
in a Clipper earlier this season!

We could easily set it up with a clock and figure
out how many times a month the tender was
late. I could also tell you if it was because the
boat had broken down or if the captains had just
shown up late, those lazy tender captains.
That low resolution is also easy to fix and I’d
recommend we do. I’d love to be able to see
Elana when she gets off the boat. That way I
could scramble to start cooking rather than
playing Warcraft on the computer. Spending
about $30 more on the camera would solve that
pronto! But even without a better camera I can
probably figure out when she’s coming off the
tender by the bike coming off and you just can’t
hide that much cuteness.
It is true that we are recorded almost everywhere
we go in the city and some other yacht clubs
have webcams. But you know what I think of
people that worry about that? I think they’re
Communists. I think that we should be doing
what we can to help Homeland Security and
these cameras would be a great first step. We are
the closest landing point to Toronto for several
terrorists groups, not to mention Americans.
Well, I guess the Leslie Spit is closer, but why
would terrorists want to go to that bunch of
landfill rather than come here, what with all the
pot smoking, freedom loving hippie Islanders
not to mention the Star fleet.
Even though the webcam installed was password
protected (and I’d recommend we password
protect them all!) I don’t think we need to give
the password to local police in our desire to help
them with security, what with so many viruses
on Windows that capture and transmit
passwords, the password is probably five million
places from here to Manila by now anyways.
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Lastly, we shouldn’t stop with webcams for
convenience at the club. There are so many
things that the city has that we don’t that would
be great for the club! Cars for members to get to
their boats from the tender, not big ones though
as the lanes are too narrow. Concrete, easier to
maintain than grass and the cars would chew up
the lawn anyways. Condos, because with condos
come supermarkets and I’ve always wanted one
a supermarket on Algonquin. The list goes on, I
think it’s time for the Island and Club to grow
up and enter the 21st century.
My recommendation to the club is to consider
reinstalling the camera. Next month, please look
for my endorsement of Board use of wire
tapping. We’ve can’t be too pro-active with these
new technologies as they arrive!

QCYC Boat
Washing Service!
Under 30 feet

30 feet and over

$17.50 $19.50
/wash

/wash

• washing is Thursday s or Friday s
meaning clean boats on the weekend!
• employing Island teenagers
For more info or to sign up email:
moorings@qcyc.ca or
contact Don at the QCYC office.

Board Updates/News
Entertainment
Susan Veenhuizen

We have had another
busy month at Queen
City, beginning with
our August long weekend Celebration. The
club was full of boats
from Ashbridges Bay
while they were hosting LYRA and also
from a cruise in from
DYC. There was quite
a scramble when 17 boats sailed in for lunch from
one of the local clubs and it was a sight to see all of
them rafted in front of the club.
In the evening we had a special treat when Toronto
musicians Paige Armstrong and Jeff Eager entertained us with their versatile repertoire. Two guitars
and two voices was enough to get every one up dancing until 1:00 am. Thanks to Rob and Silke of AllSet for sponsoring this very enjoyable evening.
The following evening we had an informal get
together in the club. Mike Veenhuizen brought
along his lap top, plugged in his dance music and
we had another evening of fun in The Great Hall.

Rear Commodore

Bob and Doug's Lobsterfest on August 18th had
perfect weather and a large turnout of members and
guests. The party started early on the lawn at the Beer
Tent and just kept going! The food was excellent. Rob
did an amazing job as usual at the barbecue.
“The Marauders” kept the party goers dancing until
1:00 a.m. with a play list that had something for
every body. I think my favourite was Secret Agent Man!
Special thanks to Paul Horn and Dwight Hamilton
who organized Lobsterfest for many years but who
have now retired. Paul and Dwight passed the reins
over to racers James Bond and Steve Cutting, who did
an amazing job, in their first year. Let's hope they will
come back and do Lobsterfest for us next year. In case
some of you didn't know, Tom King brought us
Lobsterfest many years ago. Thanks to all the volunteers for helping make this a great event.
Pig Roast is up next in our long line up of events. The
Labour Day Weekend starts with our Family Corn
and Wienie Roast on the Friday evening. Doug Miller

and Tom King will b handing out corn and hot dogs.
It's “All You Can Eat” with Kids 12 and under free.
Children must be accompanied by an adult to get their
free hot dog.Tickets are available in the office.
Saturday we have a special treat for the kids, a
Bouncy Palm Tree, face painting and more! While
the kids are playing, the rest of us will be relaxing
and listening to the music of The Penny Skolski
Trio. Penny will perform through the dinner hour.
Dinner starts at 6:00 pm. Kids 12 and under when
accompanied by an adult go free. After dinner at 9:00
there will be dancing to the music of Reckless Abandon.
Summer's nearly over, but there are still many days
of good weather and sailing left. Awards Night is
on Saturday, September, 29th. Penny will be returning with her five piece band for this final event of
the year. Don't miss the last big event of the season.
Come join us on Awards Night and finish off the
season with what is sure to be another great party
with old and new friends at QCYC!

QCYC Women take home 1st
at the Women's Ontario Keelboat
Championships for 2nd year in a row!

Graham Dougall
Important Upcoming
Racing Dates
• Awards nomination
deadline -Thursday,
September 6th
• NYC/QCYC Open
and Shark Gold Cup Saturday, September
8th and Sunday,
September 9th
• Champion of Champions - Sunday, September 23rd
• Last Chance Cup and Awards Banquet –
Saturday, September 29th with details on the
Awards Banquet forth coming
• Racing Participants’ Meeting – Saturday,
October 20th

Women's Ontario Keelboat Champions; Lynn Noack, Amanda Beacock, Amanda Karahanas,
Geraldine Karahanas and Mary Cutting (Jennifer Clarke not pictured).
On Sunday, August 12th, Abracadabra took home
the White Sail Cup at the Genco Ontario
Women's Keelboat Championships. Two races
were sailed in comfortable conditions of 8-15
knots from the NW. The last race was
abandoned because a storm quickly blew in
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taking the winds up to 25 knots. A big
CONGRATULATIONS to the crew of
Abracadabra; Amanda Karahanas (skipper), Lynn
Noack, Geraldine Karahanas, Jennifer Clarke
(RCYC), Amanda Beacock and Mary Cutting. A
job well done ladies!

Board Updates
Fleet

Communications

Gary Hoeg

Glen Newbury

The past month
witnessed a lot of work
by a number of
members trying hard to
improve the performance of the AQII. One
reason why the vessel
was not performing as
expected was that the
injectors
needed
rebuilding. In an effort
to permanently put this problem behind us, we decided to rebuild all the remaining injectors. However,
despite making these improvements, the vessel
continued to experience difficulty.This was attributed
to the transmission which, as it turns out, was also in
need of rebuilding. Thanks to the assistance of David
Pitcher who helped with the removal and installation
of the transmission and to Jim Thorndycraft who
twice made the delivery and pick up of the rebuild
from Wheatly, Ontario the job was completed in
record time. Although the transmission is now effectively a new one, the same principles apply when
docking the vessel. Captains have been instructed to
approach the dock slowly in order to give the shaft
enough time to stop spinning before engaging
reverse. This should not only eliminate the stalling
problem, but also protect the transmission from
premature wear. We are also looking into the possibility of installing a "shaft brake" which would help in
slowing the shaft down more quickly and relieve the
strain on the transmission. Given the fact that the
tender will be coming into the dock slowly even in
high winds, any assistance that members can give
with the lines is greatly appreciated.

There is a theory called
Emergence. Basically it
states that groups can
sometimes act more
intelligently or with
more complexity than
any individual unit in
that group is capable of.

Another mechanical item in need of a rebuild is the
starter motor. We are looking for a day when the
rebuilder is ready to complete the job in as short as time
as possible so that the tender is out of service for only a
few hours.
Aside from these mechanical issues, the AQII was
given a major sprucing up recently. Thanks to the
efforts of David Hall and Tony Pitts the vessel was
cleaned from stem to stern. Only at Queen City
would the commodore and former commodore be
willing to actually get their hands dirty for the
betterment of the Club.
Here's to the true nature of what we’re all about!

Planning
Mary Partridge

This occurs with ants,
bees, starlings, brain
cells or even Google.
They all come together and form much more
complex organisms, societies or entities than any
one or single unit is capable of. A brain cell doesn’t
experience a thought or emotion, but they come
together to form a wonderful brain. No single ant
even knows what a colony is, but together they form
an enormously complex society.

Your Board has started to work on the Plan
for 2008/2009. The
process
involves
reviewing every capital project and deciding which ones have
to be done soon and
which ones will have
to wait. We hope to
approve the Plan for
2008/2009 (aka the Short-term Plan) in October
and then present it to the membership at the AGM.
Remember:
• The Short-term plan is a guideline for future
Boards; it does not bind future boards to spending

An example of Emergence that’s a trick of
Psychology Professors is to fill a jar full of jelly beans
and ask students to guess how many beans there are
in the jar. Invariably although no one person guesses
very accuratley, the average of all the guesses is
almost dead on!

• The priority of projects is a moving target at
QCYC and so is the amount of money available;
despite the ongoing uncertainties, the Planning
process is a very valuable tool because it helps us
to focus on the club’s needs (all of them) and to
make decisions

I think the QCYC is a great example of this theory.
The QCYC is operated by the membership. Sure
there is a steering committee called the board, but a
good board member is just coordinating a certain
aspect of the club for a while. As anybody knows,
anyone seen as grasping at power within the club is
discouraged or frowned upon. Even the Commodore
is being their best when they give vision as to how
we should treat one another within the group and
creating an image of the club for the outside world,
rather than trying to act by directing like a CEO in a
corporation. The direction of the group will run itself
and be most happy that way.

This year the Planning committee has generated
three “options” documents:

What are things that make this group happy and
work well? Respect for one another when we come
together as a group. Transparency. Listening to one
another. Consulting one another. Community.
What are some things that make this group unhappy
or dysfunctional? Secrecy. Individuals, committees
or Boards that try to steer the group without achieving or attempting an aspect of consensus.
Now, I imagine some people will be bristling at the
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• Men’s washroom options (has been reviewed by
membership and Board)
• New Locker Block options (no review yet)
• New location for ice and pop machines options
(has been reviewed by membership and Board)
The documents describe the pros and cons for each
option, along with the project description and
constraints. We recommend this format be used
when other decisions have to be made.

use of the word consensus right now, but I believe
that about 95% of what happens at the club happens
thru committees, informal groups and consensus,
whether overt or subconscious.
Another word we use for this is club spirit, and when
there is respect for one another, the willingness to
listen to one another, I believe we can trust this.

News/Announcements
Toronto Island
“Grannies in
Spirit” invites
you to TWO
events
by Sari Bercovitch
As part of our on-going fundraising activities for
the Stephen Lewis Foundation, Toronto Island
“Grannies in Spirit” would like to invite you to
participate in two events:
On Sunday, September 2 (rain date Monday,
September 3) we are holding a Yard Sale. Look
for our tent close to the Junior Club building
across from the Rectory Cafe and come to see
what treasures we have located in our friends’
attics. All proceeds will go to grandmothers in
Africa via the Stephen Lewis Foundation.
And after the boats are out, we will be hosting a
Wine and Cheese/Book Reading on Friday,
November 9, 2007 featuring Stephanie Nolen,
the African correspondent to the Globe & Mail.
She will read from her recently-published work,
"28: Stories of AIDS in Africa”. After the reading, Stephanie will answer questions and sign
books (which will be available for sale at the
event.) The evening will start at 7:30 pm at the
Algonquin Island Association Club House.
Tickets are $28.00. Please contact Liz Amer (416203-0942) to reserve seats or for more information. Again, all funds will be sent to the Stephen
Lewis Foundation to fund “the Grandmothers
Campaign”.
If you would like more information about the
Grandmothers Campaign, see their site
www.grandmotherscampaign.org) or contact:
Mary Partridge at marypartridge@rogers.com
(416-203-9975)
Sari Bercovitch at sariber@the-wire.com
(416-203-1016)
Pam Mazza at mazzas@rogers.com
(416-203-0996)
Paulette Pelletier-Kelly at
ppelletierkelly@rogers.com (416-203-2956)

Grannies in Spirit
by Sari Bercovitch
In March, 2006 the Stephen Lewis Foundation
(SLF) launched the Grandmothers to
Grandmothers campaign with the aim to support
grandmothers in Africa at the grassroots level who
are looking after orphaned children (many of
whom are their own grandchildren) made vulnerable by HIV/AIDS. The campaign started with 6
Canadian grandmother groups.
That summer, the Foundation hosted a
Grandmothers-to-Grandmothers
Gathering
(preceding the International AIDS Conference), an
unprecedented meeting of nearly 300 grandmothers from sub-Saharan Africa and Canada. The
purpose of the gathering was to give a voice to the
African grandmothers caring for the children
orphaned by AIDS and to discuss how Canadian
grandmothers could support them. Mary Partridge
attended that gathering. The result was the forma-

tion of a grandmothers group on Toronto Island,
“Grannies in Spirit”.
The group is comprised of nine Island women
(some real-life grandmothers, some “grannies in
spirit”). Four of us are QCYC members (Mary
Partridge, Pam Mazza, Sari Bercovitch and
Paulette Pelletier-Kelly). We have already mounted several successful fundraising/awareness-raising events within the Toronto Island residential
community. We are planning many more events,
which will be open to a wider audience.
Currently there are more than 170 Grandmother
Groups in Canada, about half located in Ontario.
Through their hard work they have raised millions,
participated in projects to raise the level of the
awareness of the pandemic in Africa, and have
provided hope and resources to many African
grandmothers through the SLF.

NYC/QCYC LORC Open Regatta
Saturday, September 8th & Sunday,
September 9th
• Onshore activities at NYC this year and at
QCYC in 2008
• Two-day regatta
• Two separate courses, i.e., no course with a
course
• Trophy for “Best QCYC Yacht in White Sails
at QCYC Open” will be awarded for this
event

• The Shark Gold Cup Regatta is being held
co-incident with NYC/QCYC LORC Open
Regatta, so QCYC Sharks can participate in
this event instead of the Open Regatta
• For more information on NYC/QCYC
LORC Open Regatta including registration
details, please see www.lorc.org
• For more information on Shark Gold Cup
including registration details, please see
http://www.thenyc.com/events/sharkregatta.htm

LAST CHANCE CUP
& AWARDS BANQUET
w/Dancing

It’s the last BIG social event of the season!*

Saturday, September 29
Ticket and event info to follow via email and postering.
*except for haulout, work parties, potluck, maybe some pub get togethers, Christmas tree
decorating, the AGM, ok, so it’s not the last big event, but it’s still lots of fun!
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Clipper Supporters!
Thinking Outside
the Box Store

(416) 231-3000

What a chandlery is about!
44 Midwest Road, Scarborough
Tel 416-752-1711
Toll Free 1-877-752-1711
email: info@riggingshoppe.com

web: www.riggingshoppe.com

design...printing...
...web...fulfillment!

:PVS .PSUHBHF &YQFSU

• helping sailors and other sorts for 19 years
• QCYC members always discounted
• colour printing as low as 17¢ /per 8.5x11

With access to over 50 of Canada’s leading lenders, Sandra will
find the best mortgage strategy for YOU! Call or visit today.

283 College St., 2nd Floor, Toronto

• Purchases

• First & Second Mortgages

• Refinances

• Self-Employed Programs

• Bruised Credit

• Building/Renovations

416.423.8492

glen@newburyng.com www.newburyng.com

Special Promotional Offers Available for QCYC Members & Referred Clients*

4BOESB &QTUFJO ²1FSFHSJOF³

Mortgage Consultant

T 416.712.3170 • F 416.487.9539 • sandraepstein@invis.ca
Head Office: 600-701 Evans Ave., Toronto, ON M9C 1A3

*OAC, E&OE
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Schedules/Picture of the Month
Fri Aug 31
Fri Aug 31
Sat Sep 01
Mon Sep 03
Tue Sep 04
Wed Sep 05
Sat Sep 08
Sat Sep 08
Sat Sep 08
Sat Sep 08
Sat Sept. 8
Sun Sep 09
Sun Sep 09
Wed Sep 12
Sat Sep 15
Sat Sep 15
Sat Sep 15
Sun Sep 16
Sun Sep 16
Sun Sep 16
Wed Sep 19
Thu Sep 20
Sat Sep 22
Sun Sep 23
Sun Sep 23
Sun Sep 23
Fri Sept 28
Sat Sep 29
Sun Sep 30
Sun Sep 30
Mon Oct 01
Sat Oct 06
Mon Oct 08
Sat Oct 13
Sun Oct 14
Thu Oct 18
Sat Oct 20
Sun Oct 21
Mon Oct 22
Thu Nov 15
Fri Dec 07

Kids camp out/Corn & Weenie Roast (MBE)
Deadline for Award nominations
Pig Roast Afternoon/Pig Roast Night/Dancing
Statutory Holiday
Fall Tender Schedule
CC3-4
LORC NYC/QCYC Open @ NYC
LTS Adult Session 4 (08,09,15,16)"
AHMEN 3 (EYC)
Shark Gold Cup @NYC
Great Hall Rental (afternoon/evening)
LORC NYC/QCYC Open @ NYC
Shark Gold Cup @NYC
CC3-5
Cruise-out to ABYC/ABYC Cruise-in"
LORC Argsoy Rose Bowl (NYC)
LOSHRS Race 5 PCYC to DYC
Cruise-out to ABYC/ABYC Cruise-in
AHMEN 4 (MCC)
LOSHRS Race 6 DYC to DYC
CC3-6
Board Meeting
LORC Donald Summerville (ABYC)
Champion of Champions
Clipper Issue 6 Submission Deadline
AHMEN 5 (TS&CC)
Texas Holdem Poker Night
Last Chance Cup/Awards Banquet/Dancing
Star Informal Race
AHMEN 6 (QCYC)
Late Fall Tender Schedule
LORC Boswell (RCYC)
Statutory Holiday
Haul-out/Daily flag raising stops
Haul-out
Board Meeting
Haul-out /Pot Luck
Haul-out And/or Work Party
Snow Bird Tender Schedule
Board Meeting
Annual General Meeting

Picture of the Month

Emma Murphy wins the Picture of the Month! Collect your pitcher of
beer from Graham Dougall.
Do you have a picture that you feel represents the spirit of the club at its
best, worst, funniest or most beautiful? Please email it to
glen@newburyng.com. You may win a pitcher of beer!

Fall Tender Schedule. Sept. 4-30.
Departure times shown are from city side at the foot of York Street
Deduct 15 minutes for Departure time from Club House
Last-minute changes will be posted on the Flash, time permitting.
Check with the club office at 416.203.0929.
AM

PM

Mon
8:15

Tue
8:15

Wed
8:15

Thu
8:15

Fri
8:15

R 10:15

R10:15 R10:15

R10:15

R10:15

R12:15

R12:15 R12:15

R12:15

R12:15

Sat
Sun
8:15
8:15
9:15
9:15
10:15 10:15
11:15 11:15
12:15 12:15
1:15
1:15
R2:15 R2:15
3:15
3:15
4:15
4:15

R2:15

R2:15

R2:15

R2:15

R2:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

Restaurant and Bar Hours

5:15

5:15

5:15

5:15

6:15
7:15†
8:15†
9:15†

6:15
7:15†
8:15†
9:15†

5:15
5:45
6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

5:15

SEPT. 3 -30

4:15
4:45†
5:15
5:45†
6:15
7:15†
8:15†
9:15†
9:45†
10:15†
10:45†
11:15†

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

10:15

10:15

10:15

11:15
12:15

11:15
12:15
(1:15)

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

Restaurant
4 pm - 10 pm
5 pm - 9 pm*
5 pm - 10 pm
9 am - 10 pm
9 am - 9 pm

Bar
3 pm - 10 pm
4 pm - 9 pm*
4 pm - 11 pm
12 noon - 11 pm
12 noon - 9 pm

1:00 am bar closing on nights when functions are held.
Note: at press time it wasn’t clear whether the restaurant
would open on Thursdays.

AM

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

** 1:15am Special Events only.
Final Wed. night race is Sep. 19, schedule for Wed. Sep. 26 will be the same regular Thu. Nights.
R = Robbins in service.
Cash Fare return trip $ 6.00 available from the tender captain. No one way fares.
10 Tickets - $ 50.00 available in the office. Members: Please present your Membership Card

† Note:

